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CSC 2400: Computer Systems  
 

Strings in C"

Lecture Overview"
• Arrays"
  List of elements of the same type"

• Strings "
 Array of characters ending in ‘\0’"
  Functions for manipulating strings"
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C vs. Java Strings"

Java" C"

Strings"
String s1 = "Hello"; 
String s2 = new 
    String("hello");  

char s1[] = "Hello"; 
char s2[6]; 
strcpy(s2, "hello"); 

String 
concatenation"

s1 = s1 + s2 
s1 += s2 

#include <string.h> 
strcat(s1, s2); 

Strings"
•  Unlike Java, there is no String data type in C "
•  A string is just an array of characters (pointer to character), 

terminated by a ‘\0’ char  (a null, ASCII code 0)."
"

char mystring[6] = {’H’,’e’,’l’,’l’,’o’,’\0’};"
char mystring[6] = “Hello”;"
char mystring[] = “Hello”;"
"
"

Equivalent 

H e l l o \0 
mystring 
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Printing a String"
printf(“%s”,mystring);"
"

int i; 

for (i=0; mystring[i]; i++) 

   putchar(mystring[i]); 

 

H e l l o \0 
mystring 

Reading Into a String"
•  Always use fgets:"

#define MAX_BUFFER 20 
char buffer[MAX_BUFFER]; 
 
fgets(buffer, MAX_BUFFER, stdin); 
 

•  Avoids going past the boundary of the array"
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String Termination"
char mystring[] = “Hello”;"
"

"

H e l l o \0 mystring \0 

mystring[2] = 0;       equivalently, mystring[2]=’\0’;"

"printf(“%s\n”,mystring);"
He 

"
"
"

mystring[2] = ‘x’;  mystring[5] = ‘!’;"
printf(“%s\n”,mystring);"

What will happen?!
!

! x 

Functions for Manipulating Strings "
•  C provides a large number of functions for manipulating 

strings. Four important ones are:"

strlen(s) 
// returns the length of s 
 
strcpy(toS, fromS) 
// copy fromS to toS (toS must be large enough) 
 
strcmp(s1, s2) 
// returns 0 if s1 == s2 
// returns an integer < 0 if s1 < s2 
// returns an integer > 0 if s1 > s2 
 
strncmp 
sprintf 
strcat –  read the textbook (sec. 4.7.2) or search the  
   Internet for information on these functions "
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Hands on: Understanding strlen()"

•  Step 1: Write a simple test program to see how strlen 
behaves."

•  Step 2: Write a function length that mimics strlen:"
  int length (char s[])"

    /* Input: string s terminated by ’\0’"
     * Output: length of  s (not counting ’\0’) */"
"

"Do not use strlen in your code.  "
"

Hands on: Understanding strcmp()"

•  Step 1: Write a simple test program to see how strcmp 
behaves."

•  Step 2: Write a function compare that mimics strcmp:"
  int compare (char s1[], char s2[])"

    /* Input: strings s1 and s2 terminated by ’\0’"
     * Output: 0 if s1 == s2, -1 if s1 < s2 , and1 if s1 > s2"
"

"Do not use strcmp in your code.  "
"
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Hands on: Understanding strcpy()"

•  Step 1: Write a simple test program to see how strcpy 
behaves."

•  Step 2: Write a function copy that mimics strcpy:"
  void copy (char t[], char s[])"

    /* Input: strings t(arget) and s(ource) terminated by ’\0’"
     * Action: copy s into t 
    * Assumption:  t has been allocated enough memory to hold s 
     */ 
"

"Do not use strcpy in your code.  "
"

Hands on: Understanding strcat()"

•  Step 1: Write a simple test program to see how strcat 
behaves."

•  Step 2: Write a function concat that mimics strcat:"
  void concat (char t[], char s[])"

    /* Input: strings t(arget) and s(ource) terminated by ’\0’"
     * Action: append s at the end of t 
    * Assumption:  t has been allocated enough memory to hold"
     * the concatenated string (t+s) 
     */"

"Do not use strcat in your code.  "
"
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Hands on: Understanding sprintf()"

•  Step 1: Find material in the textbook or online that explains 
how sprintf works. Alternately, you can use the Unix manual 
pages to learn more about sprintf. For example, typing in "

" "man sprintf "
 "at the shell prompt displays a few pages of information on 

sprintf and related functions."

•  Step 2: Write a simple program to test your understanding 
of sprintf. "

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ 
int i,j; 
 
  for (i=0; i<argc; i++) { 
    j=0; 
    while (argv[i][j] != '\0')  
    { 
      printf("%c",argv[i][j]); 
      j++; 
    } 
    printf("\n"); 
  } 
} 

Command Line Arguments"
/* Print out the command line arguments 
** - they are an array of strings */ 

printf("%s\n",argv[i]); 

Equivalent to: 
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Summary"
• Strings"
 Arrays of characters "
 Special manipulation functions (string.h)"

"
• Required Reading"
 Textbook, Chapter 4.7.2"


